Suggestions for Ms Solich’s pupils

World Book Online is accessed through Scoilnet.
Senior Infants:
Alphabet: Say the letter names and sounds.
Name something that begins with Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr.
What letter comes before/after another letter?
Play I Spy.
Write each capital and lowercase letter.
Play Bingo/Memory Game using letters.
Reading and Writing:
Draw pictures of objects beginning with Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr.
Write the letters Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr.
Write your Christian name and surname.
Draw a picture of your favourite zoo animal.
Draw a picture of your favourite farm animal.
Oral Language:
Say the nursery rhymes “Humpty Dumpty” and “Hey Diddle Diddle”.
Draw a picture to show what happened in these rhymes.
Other:

Try some of the worksheet activities sent to you.
Can you find the words that are spelled differently in our use of English?
Look carefully at the words on each page!

In your Handwriting Copy, try 2 pages each week - 1 lowercase letter
page and 1 capital letter page.

First Class:
Alphabet: Say the letter names and sounds.
Name something that begins with a letter of your choice.
What letter comes before/after another letter?
Write each capital and lowercase letter.
Play Bingo/Memory Game using letters.
Oral Language:
Say the nursery rhyme “Mary had a little lamb” and find the
rhyming words in it.
Clap the rhythm as you say the rhyme.
Reading and Writing:
Try some of the worksheet activities sent to you.
Can you find the words that are spelled differently in our use of English?
Look carefully at the words on each page!
Write the letters Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr.
Draw pictures of objects beginning with Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr.

Read an article in the Activity Pack that has been sent to you.

Read words from Dolch lists (see if you can spot the mistake in List 1).
https://www.sess.ie/sites/default/files/Resources/Cirricular_Material/DolchWord_List_220.pdf
Write sentences using the words from the Dolch lists.
Choose a certain amount of words from the list and write a story using the words.

Games
Simon Says.
I Spy (shapes).

In your Handwriting Copy, try 2 pages each week - 1 lowercase letter
page and 1 capital letter page.

Second Class
Alphabet: Say the letter names and sounds.
Name something that begins with a letter of your choice.
What letter comes before/after another letter?
Write each capital and lowercase letter.
Play Bingo/Memory Game using letters.
Oral Language: Say your favourite nursery rhyme and think of words with more than
one syllable and words with two syllables.
Reading and Writing:
Try some of the worksheet activities sent to you.
Can you find the words that are spelled differently in our use of English?
Look carefully at the words on each page!

Read an article in the Activity Pack that has been sent to you.

Read words from Dolch lists (see if you can spot the mistake in List 1).
https://www.sess.ie/sites/default/files/Resources/Cirricular_Material/DolchWord_List_220.pdf
Write sentences using the words from the Dolch lists.
Choose a certain amount of words from the list and write a story using the words.

Games
Simon Says.
I spy (colours).

In your copy:
 Write a short story each week. Draw a picture to illustrate your story.

Fifth Class
Alphabet: Say the letter names and sounds.
Name something that begins with each letter.
What letter comes before/after another letter?
Play I Spy.
Write each capital and lowercase letter.
Play Bingo/Memory Game using letters.
Reading and Writing:
Try some of the worksheet activities sent to you.
C
 an you find the words that are spelled differently in our use of English?
Look carefully at the words on each page!

Read words from Dolch lists (see if you can spot the mistake in List 1).
 ttps://www.sess.ie/sites/default/files/Resources/Cirricular_Material/DolchWord_List_220.pdf
h
Write sentences using the words from the Dolch lists.
Choose a certain amount of words from the list and write a story using the words.

Read an article in the Activity Pack that has been sent to you.

Games
How many words beginning with “b” can you name in 30 seconds?
How many words beginning with “c” can you name in 30 seconds?
How many words beginning with “d” can you name in 30 seconds?

Try some activities from your workbook (The English Workbook - Book E).
In your copy:

Write a short story each week. Draw a picture to illustrate your story.

Third/Fourth/Fifth Class
Numeracy:
Try some of the worksheet activities sent to you.
C
 an you find the words that are spelled differently in our use of English?
Look carefully at the words on each page!
Count forwards from 250-400 in ones.
Count forwards from 400-800 in tens.
Count forwards from 50-250 in twos.
Count forwards from 170-370 in fives.
Count backwards from 400-250 in ones.
Count backwards from 800-400 in tens.
Count backwards from 250-50 in twos.
Count backwards from 370-170 in fives.

Write out the Addition Tables
Write out the Subtraction Tables

+4,
-4,

+5,
-5,

+6
-6

Place Value
Draw an abacus to show each of these numbers:
11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
125
137
149

Add these numbers together and make up a word problem for each number sentence:
76 + 9 =
58 + 29 =
37 + 18 =
49 + 23 =
Read time on a clock at different times throughout the day.
Draw a timetable showing what a farmer might do at different times during the day. Write the
times in analogue and digital time.

